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Abstract. We give an explicit description of a tensor norm equivalent on ^(K) <8> F to 
the associated tensor norm vqv to the ideal of (g,p)-absoluteiy summing operators. As a 
consequence, we describe a tensor norm on the class of Banach spaces which is equivalent 
to the left projective tensor norm associated to vqv. 
As far as we know there is no explicit description for the tensor norm vqv associated 
to the ideal V(q,v) of (g, p)-absolutely summing operators. The purpose of this note 
is to define explicitly a norm equivalent to this one in the case of tensor products 
of type ^(K) <8> F. As a consequence, we shall be able to give an easy and direct 
definition of a tensor norm equivalent to the left projective tensor norm \vqv. The 
key of our results is the connection on ^(K) spaces of V(q,v) with the ideal VVi(r of 
(p, cr)-absolutely continuous operators defined by Matter in [4] and the knowledge of 
the tensor norm associated to Vv^, which was obtained by the authors in [3], 
Throughout this note we use standard Banach space notation. The class of all 
Banach spaces will be denoted by BAN. If E G BAN, BE will be the unit ball of E 
and JE will denote the canonical inclusion of E into E". K will be always a compact 
Hausdorff topological space and ^(K) the Banach space of all scalar continuous 
functions on K. If E € BAN, BE1 will be considered as a compact space with 
the topology a(Ef,E). We define IE> E —•> ^(BE1) to be the canonical isometric 
embedding. We refer the reader to [1] and [7] for all definitions concerning tensor 
norms and operator ideals respectively. If 1 ^ p ^ oo, p' is the extended real number 
satisfying ~ + p- = 1. (T^IIp) will be the normed ideal of p-absolutely summing 
1 The research of the first named author is partially supported by the DGICYT, project 
PB91-0583; the second named author is supported by a grant of the Ministerio de Edu-
cacion y Ciencia. 
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operators on BAN. For every E e BAN, (x{) e EN ,p e [l,oo] and a e [0,1[ we 




W(*.)):= sup ff;(|(x.,a;,>r-<r||a;.ir)I-7>) 
x'eBE, \ ~ 
1. Definition. (Matter [4]): Let 0 ^ a < 1 and E,F e BAN. We say that 
T e J*?(E, F) is a (p, r/)-absolutely continutous operator if there exist G G BAN and 
an operator S e VP(E, G) such that 
(1) UTzll < H.-irilS.-H1-" Vxe£. 
In such case, we put IIPjfT(T) = inf n p ( S )
1 _ a , taking the infimum over all G and 
S e VP(E,G) such that (1) holds. We denote by (VPi(T,UPi(T) the normed ideal of 
(p, a)-absolutely continuous operators in BAN. 
We have the following characterization of Vp,a(^(K),F)\ 
2. Proposi t ion . Let F e BAN and let T e ^(^(K),F). Then 
TeVp^(K),F) 
iff there are C > 0 and a Radon probability measure A on K such that 
(2) HTr-H < C\\x\\" \\IK(x)\\
l-° Vz G V{K), 
where IK is the canonical map IK'- ^(K) -» LP(K,\). In addition, 7rPy(T(T) is the 
infimum of numbers C for which (2) holds. 
P r o o f . LetTeVPl*(V(K),F). Thenthereis G G BAN andS G Vp(tf(K)),G) 
such that (1) holds. By Pietsch's factorization theorem (see [7], 17.3.5), there is a 
probability measure \ on K and R G J£(LP(K,\),G) such that S = RIK and 
UP(S) = inf HAH over all R and A. Then (2) holds and infC ^ inf ||H||
1-<T = 
n p (5)
1 - < T . Taking the infimum over all 5 in (1), we have inf C ^ UPi(T(T). Con-
versely, if (2) holds, the map S = C^^'^IK G VP(^(K),LP(K,\)) verifies (1) 
and hence T G VPia(^(K),F) and UPj(T(T) ^ IIP(S)
1-<T = C. Then the conclusion 
follows. • 
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The following result is due essentially to Pisier. 
3. Proposi t ion . For all F e BAN, 1 ^ p < oo and 0 ^ a < 1 we have 
VP,AV(K),F) = V(Tz-,p)(V{K),F). 
Moreover, 
/ p \ ( I - * ) / P 
n(T^,p)(T) ^ np,.(T) ^ (--£-} n,A , ,(T). 
P r o o f . The inclusion VP,G C V(_JL-JP) and the first inequality are immediate 
from theorem 4.1 of Matter in [4]. On the other hand, by theorem 2.4 of Pisier in [8], 
every T e 'P(_ji_jp)(
<^(I(r),F') verifies our proposition 2 and the second inequality. 
• 
It is well known that V(qtP)(^(K),F) does not depend on the parameter p (see [6] 
and [8]). Prom proposition 3 we get 
4. Corollary. Let F e BAN, l ^ p < o o , 0 < c r < l and q = j ^ - m Then for every 
l ^ s < o o a n d O < r < l such that --£-- = q, VPi(T(tf(K),F) = V8}T(tf(K),F). 
Moreover, if r ^ a there is a C ^ 1 such that US)T(T) ^ UP)(T(T) ^ CUSyT(T) for 
every TeVPi(T(C(K),F). 
P r o o f . It follows from theorem 4.1 in [4], the fact that g(a) = al~aba is an 
increasing function on [0,1[ for 0 -̂  a ^ b < oo and the open mapping theorem. • 
We have defined in [3] a family ag)I/?9)(T of tensor norms on BAN which generalizes 
the known tensor norms apq of Lapreste (see [2] and [1]). In particular, choosing 
v = 0 and q = 1 we get the following: 
5. Definition. Let 1 ^ p ^ oo and 0 ^ a < 1. The tensor norm dP)(T on BAN 
is defined by 
dp,a(z;E®F) :=inf|vc-((x i))7r/_ I i :_y((i/ i)) z = ] £ a* ® y* 1 Vz e E ® F. 
It is proved in [3] that d'pa is the associated tensor norm to the deal Vp>j(T, 
i.e. (E<8>dp^F)' =VP>^(E,F')\ Hence 
6. Corollary. If F e BAN, l ^ p ^ o o , 0 ^ a < l and q = j ^ , then 
(V(K) <g>dp#i0, F)
f is isomorphic to V{qiP)(tf(K),F'), i.e. on V(K) <g> F, the associated 
tensor norm to V^p) is equivalent to d'p,a. 
7. Definition. Let (9/,U) be a normed operator ideal in BAN and E,F e 
BAN. We say that T e W(E,F) has the extension property if there is T 6 
<tf(V(BE»)iF") such that JFT = TIE. 
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Note that this definition is not coincident with the given one by Matter in [4] 
section 5. We denote by Wext(E,F) the set of all operators T G W(E,F) with the 
extension property. It is easy to see that 
Uext(T) = inf {U(T) \T\E = T and T G &(V(BE'),F")} 
is a norm in &ext(E,F). 
When W is a maximal operator ideal with associated tensor norm a, we denote 
by \W the maximal operator ideal associated to the left projective tensor norm \a. 
The following characterization shows, in particular, that (^ e x t ,U e x t ) is a normed 
operator ideal in BAN and gives us an easy description of the ideal \fy\ 
8. Proposi t ion . The following are equivalent: 
1) T e<ftext(E,F) 
2) T e\ft(E,F) 
3) There are a compact space K, a Radon measure p on K and operators R G 
Jf(E, Loo(K, p)) and T G ̂ (L^K, p),F") such that JFT = TR. 
Moreover Uext(T) = \U(T) = inf ||i?||U(T), taking the inGmum over all factoriza-
tions as in 3). 
P r o o f . 1) =-t> 2). This implication and the inequality \U(T) < Uext(T) follow 
from proposition 20.12 in [1]. 
2) =-> 3). Use again proposition 20.12 in [1]. 
3) =i> 1). Suppose that JFT admits a factorization as in 3). Since Loo(K,p,) is 
isometric to some ^(W) where W is a compact Stonean space (see for instance the 
section 3.10 of [1]), R has a norm preserving extension H G J£ (*& (B F'), L°° (p)). 
Thus Uext(T) ^ U(TH) < ||H||U(T) ^ ||#||U(T) and Uext(T) ^ \U(T). • 
9. Corollary. Let q^p and a G [0,1[ such that q = j£-. For all E,F G BAN, 
Vl%E,F) is isomorphic to V^(E,F). 
When % = VVi(T we can determine explicitly the tensor norm associated with 
^ext = y ^ G i v e n E,F e BAN, let aPi(y be the norm on E eg) F 
aVi(T(z',E ® F) = dv^((IE ®UF))(z)-V(BE>) ® F). 
av,a is a tensor norm in BAN as consequence of the following theorem: 




i.e. ot'p,a is equivalent to the tensor norm associated to P(
e*p)-
P r o o f . E <8>a}, o F is a topological subspace of ^(BE>) <8>dv, a F. Then 
(E (8)ttpl^ F)' = mBv) ®dp^ F ) 7 ( E ® F ^ = VP^(BE>),F')/(E ® F ) ^ 
where (F 0 F)-1 is the orthogonal to F <g> F in VP^(BE,),F'). Let ||. | |0 be the 
norm on VPt(T(
c^(BEi),F')/(E^F)
1-. It is clear that every element J of this quotient 
(~ denotes the classes in the quotient) defines an unique operator T in Pp*^(F,F') 
such that 
n p ^(T)^inf{n p , ( 7 (5) |5€f} = ||T||o. 
Conversely, since there is a projection P from F'" onto F ' of norm 1, every T E 
p ; ^ ( F , F ' ) has an extension S G VP^(BE>),F'"). If T0 = P S , then f0 G 
VpAViBE^F'yiE^F)^ and ||f0||0 ^ IIP,<-(PS) ^ nPl<r(S). Hence ||f0 | |0) ^ 
U^(T) and VP^(BE'),F')/(E ® F)
L is isometric with V;%E,F'). Corollary 9 
gives the conclusion. • 
11. Corollary. If q ^ p G [1, oo[. and a G [0,1[ is such that q = ŷ f---, then a'p,a 
is equivalent to \vqp. 
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